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Ohio Agent Wrangles a Fleet of Whales
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ayton, OH residents are
wondering where the
aquarium is.  The

largest body of water is over
150 miles away (and it’s just
Lake Erie), but based on all
the whales “swimming”
around their community, it’s no surprise
that the general population is confused!
Bobby and Diana Vann, owners of
American Way Van & Storage have
taken ocean awareness to a new level.
They have decaled ten straight trucks
and eleven trailers with the Wyland
design. Even in land-locked Dayton, the
Vann’s are enthusiastic environmentalists.

National Van Lines was given the
privilege of displaying the exclusive
Wyland design as a “thank you” from
the artist for a decade of corporate
support and their involvement in the
Ocean Challenge — a phenomenal
undertaking that required exclusive use
of a National Van Lines’ driver and
vehicle for over two months,
incorporating stops in at least two
locations in each of 48 states. Since
then, more than 20 long-distance drivers
have had the special full-coverage decal
applied to their trailers. Drivers and
agencies displaying the decal are hand-
picked for their commitment to safety
and customer service.

This isn’t the first time that Bobby
Vann has made an investment in
Wyland’s artwork. He first met Wyland
at a National Van Lines convention 
in San Antonio, and was instantly
impressed by ”a young man with a 
huge cause.”  As a result of that meeting,

Bobby and Diana followed Wyland to
his San Antonio gallery where “a fan
and his money were soon parted!” They
left with two paintings, and have
purchased seven more since.  

Bobby grudgingly concedes that a
small part of their dedication to Wyland
is that Diana has a “little” crush on the
good-looking, boyish artist with the
bright-blue eyes, but in a more serious
vein he admits that he is awe-struck by
the ocean and its power. Ironically, he
doesn’t swim, not even in a pool, let
alone the ocean; in fact, he’s terrified of
the water. Nonetheless, he believes that
many things in life — in fact, the very
existence of life — revolves around the
ocean.  Whether it be weather changes,
the migration of fishing areas, or oil
drilling; man and the ocean are
constantly interacting. And if we don’t
take care of this precious resource, we
and our children will regret our actions.

The American Way drivers are
thoroughly enjoying their new notoriety.
One driver admits that now he really has
to watch his speed (not that he doesn’t
naturally) because he can be easily
“picked out of a crowd.” They are often
pulled over at public scales only to have
state troopers pull out their cameras and
ask to get a picture taken with the truck!
One customer made their driver wait
while they ran out to the drugstore to

buy film, and another told her driver that
she was honored to be moved by a
company that truly believed in such a
cause. In Springfield, OH, the customer
was so impressed when he saw the
delivery truck, he called the local
newspaper to send someone out to do a
photo shoot!   Bobby says that he has
heard nothing but positive response
from his drivers and that they are “filled
with pride” to have been selected to pull
the Wyland trailers.

To learn more about Wyland 
and his “Whaling Walls” go to
www.wylandfoundation.org. The
National Van Lines original “Whale
Trailer” is featured in a section on Wall
88 - Destin, FL.
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At its fall meeting, the agent
council selected Bobby Vann of
American Way Van & Storage to
serve as their chairman. A long-time
agent council member, Bobby
previously served as recording
secretary. His wife, Diana Vann, has
graciously consented to continue to
take the meeting minutes.

The council’s mission is to
provide an environment where
National Van Lines agents can

flourish. They serve as a sounding
board in assisting the van line 
in strategy planning and
implementation with a focus 
on increased communications,
education, and policy review and
application. The council meets at
least twice a year, with Maureen
Beal and the Executive Staff, and
their efforts continue throughout the
entire year.

Bobby Vann and Maureen Beal

“At American Way
Van & Storage, we
know that we are
moving our customer’s
memories, so all our
crews are specially

trained to take extra precautions in protecting the
furniture and the residence during a relocation,”
says co-owner and Sales Manager, Diana Vann.

“People call American Way Van & Storage because
they know we are honest, hardworking and dedicated
to serving our customers. We also have a strong sense
of community. American Way Van & Storage, and its
sister company, Countrywide Moving & Storage have
been serving Dayton and the surrounding suburbs for
over 14 years.”

Bobby Vann Selected to Serve as Agent Council Chairman
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ow do you get a visit from a
family of whales? Ann

Stackhouse, 1st Grade teacher at
Beverly Gardens Elementary School
in Riverside, OH found that a
moving company could ”deliver” a
whole family of whales at one time.
And get a lesson on protecting the
environment in the process.  

Mrs. Stackhouse called on
American Way Van & Storage, the
National Van Lines agent in Dayton,
OH with a special request. She had
seen a very special moving truck that
she thought her class would enjoy.
Could American Way make a stop at
the school to meet the first and
second graders? And could they
bring the whales?

Mrs. Stackhouse has been a fan
of the environmental artist, Wyland
for many years, and has enjoyed

reading about his artwork designed
to promote awareness and
protection of our oceans and marine
wildlife. She had even been 
teaching her class about the oceans

and Wyland’s efforts to
keep them safe. Bobby
and Diana Vann, owners
of American Way Van &
Storage, are such ardent
Wyland admirers, that
they have a fleet of 21
vehicles that display
Wyland’s artwork, with

the legend, ”National Van Lines
protects Your Memories While
Wyland Protects the Oceans.”   

The Vann’s were happy to oblige
Mrs. Stackhouse’s request, and went
one step further. They contacted the
Wyland Foundation, and made
arrangements to provide all the 1st
and 2nd graders with Wyland
posters and t-shirts. National Van
Lines sent miniature trucks to each
teacher to commemorate the visit.

2nd Grade teachers, Ms.
Schulhoff and Mrs. Ruemping told
the Vann’s how wonderful it was that
National Van Lines and American
Way Van & Storage would take 
on such an important sponsorship 
as the Wyland Foundation’s
environmental project.
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Kids Say the
Darnest Things...

“ How do the whales 
get so big?”

“ Do whales eat smaller fish
to become bigger fish?”

“ Throwing trash in 
the ocean is not a 
smart thing to do.”

“ We should protect our 
ocean, so animals like 
whales can live in them.”

When Bobby was asked what
kids could do to help Wyland’s
cause, he replied, “Start in your
own backyards and neighborhoods.
Wherever you find a creek, make
certain that it is not being polluted
with trash and debris.  Creeks flow
into rivers, and rivers flow into
oceans. Oceans help produce the
oxygen in the air that we all
breathe, so when you protect the
ocean, it not only protects the
whales, it protects all of us!”

National Van Lines
Honors Top 
Hauling Agent

At its 2003 Agent Convention
in Oakbrook, IL, National Van
Lines recognized its top hauling
agent for 2001 & 2002, American
Way Van & Storage.  According to
Roger Harl, Vice President of
Operations, “This award for top
hauling achievement really
honors the entire operational
organization at American Way.
From dispatch to customer
service, from drivers to office
personnel, from helpers to
managers and owners. This
achievement shows dedication from every level of the agency 365
days a year.  We applaud American Way Van & Storage, and the
entire Vann family for all their cooperation and hard work.”  H

1st Grade – Mrs. Stackhouse, Miss Delong, and Mrs. Schiavone 
2nd Grade – Ms. Schulhoff and Mrs. Ruemping. 
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American Way 
1-Million Pound
Booker for National
Forwarding Company

Eileen Sherman, Vice
President of Operations for
National Forwarding Company,
presented American Way Van &
Storage of Dayton, OH with a
One Million Pound Booking
Agent plaque at the Gala Awards
Night banquet honoring National
Van Lines commercial and
military service providers.  States
Sherman, “We at National
Forwarding are proud of our hard
working agents. It takes a
dedicated agent to service all orders offered by the military base,
while still providing exceptional customer service to each military
member.  We can count on American Way Van & Storage to do
whatever it takes to satisfy the base’s requirements and generate
additional military bookings.”

James Day, Christina Boman, Tonya Day,
Diana Vann, Roger Harl and Bobby Vann
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